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Abstract

Object Counting is a challenging problem with
different solutions based on the available computing
power and the nature ofdata to be processed. Memory
efficiency, simplicity and speed are very important
requisites for algorithms to be used in modern day
systems which include distributed systems and wireless
sensor networks where it is extremely advantageous to
do basic preprocessing of datafrom the sensors in the
nodes itself Reduced computing power available in the
nodes poses a challenge and this can be overcome by Figure 1. Small binary image and its first, second
the use of algorithms with simple steps. We present an and third columns
algorithm to monitor continuity, count objects and before counting [2]. In [3], the background image has
measure parameters such as area by isolating patterns been used as a reference for counting the number ofand objects from data based on simple computations. moving objects. Each of these methods is
Memory efficiency, speed and flexibility of the computationally demanding and is more applicable forproposed algorithm have been discussed. It has many the specific applications they have been designed for.
broad applications that include counting objects on a Counting identical objects has been done using High
conveyer, monitoring people in a traffic signal, pattern L
isolation from multicolored images and monitoring Level Auto Correlation (HLAC) where the similarity
continuity in real time image data from sensors. We between objects tobeadcounting[4.Smlrtbewe bcstoedescribe the experimental setup used to implement this adcutn 4.Smlrt ewe bet ob
describeth counted has also been exploited to count multicolored

objects using Focused Color Intersection [5]. For
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ImageSeparation, Pattern Isolation learming algorithms have also been used in shape
recognition from the outputs of a 1-D sensor array [6].

1. Introduction In this present work we discuss our algorithm in detail

and how it can be used even when computing resources
Object counting is a very common task which of the system are comparable to that of a RISC

many systems perform. There is a need to count objects microcontroller or microprocessor. The steps involved
from still images or from streaming data where make this algorithm very close to hardware
information arrives in packets. It becomes a implemented algorithm and has very good pipelining
challenging problem when different objects are not efficiency. Algorithm is independent of the nature and
easily distinguishable. When processing real time data, relationship amongst different objects. The proposed
the information about a complete object may not be algorithm can also handle special configurations such
available and waiting for the complete data to arrive as objects distinctly occurring inside other objects. The
will lead to a waste of time and memory especially algorithm will be discussed with respect to binary data
when they are implemented in systems with limited or images where pixels have only two possible states.
resources such as nodes of a mobile ad-hoc network. This work is further subdivided into three more
Algorithms for images are relatively simpler with sections. In section 2 we describe the algorithm and all
lesser constraints. Specific applications of counting the steps involved. In section 3, we discuss some
algorithms demand different approaches and different salient features of the algorithm and some sample
results and hence this is a problem that has been cases. The experimental setup is explained in section 4.
analyzed and studied in detail. For tree counting, the
color spectrum in images has been used for 2. Algorithm
segmentation and either discrete object or biomass..
approach is used for counting [1]. Sizes of different 2.1. Principle
objects are assumed to be similar for using the biomass Tewoeiaei rcse ounb oun

apprachsinete dscrte bjet aproch illlea to This method of processing makes it directly applicable
wrong results when two trees are touching. Skeleton of t temn aaipt swl o eltm
the objects in images has also been used for separation
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Figure 2. The instantaneous object numbers during
consecutive iterations of the algorithm
processing. This algorithm works by comparing the
real time input with the one set of previous values revious urrnt
stored in the memory. The currently available elements Array Array
are tagged and numbered by monitoring the continuity
between these two sets of values and by checking for Figure 3. Memory Map depicting genotype of each
completed objects, the object count is increased. memory location - Object tag and Image Data

A sample input is shown in figure 1 where the
input is a binary image and the square blocks represent ech pixelha ttag n bitstn he
pixels of the image. An instantaneous count of xobject number. Let the number of data bits in each
currently active objects is maintained by algorithm by pxel be R. The total amount of memo required for
analyzing the current inputs with the previous inputs
i.e., initially the first column arrives where there are no AS 1
objects. When the second column arrives, the first B =S 10g2S +1±1 ±+R| (3)
column alone is available in the memory. From the two K 2 J J )
columns, the instantaneous number of object is found The total memory required, in bits, for processing
to be 3. During the start of the next iteration of the any arbitrarily long image or streaming media with N
algorithm, the modified second column with the object rows is 2B. The memory map of the memory resources
number tag is stored in place of the first column. When required is shown in fig. 3 where the object tags on the
the third column arrives, the instantaneous object count processed or previous array (Array 1) store the object
is reduced to 2 after analyzing the previous object tags numbers for that particular location at the beginning of
and the current data. The exact algorithm is discussed the iteration and the object tags in the current array
later. The first three iterations of the algorithm with the (Array 2) store the finally updated tags. Though the
sample object in fig. 1 as input are depicted in fig. 2. tags in the same row of the two arrays may hold
All properties and parameters of specific objects are different numbers, they represent the same object. In
linked according to the instantaneous tags. the case of a binary image, the data part of each pixel is

only 1 bit.
2.2 Memory Requirements

2.3 Procedure
For a system having S sensors in a 1-D array, the

number of pixels in one dimension of the image is S. The complete procedure is described for a binary
Therefore, the maximum number of objects possible at image with lbit data (R = 1). The algorithm can be
a given instant, M, in one set of values of the 1-D array used for multi-bit data by using threshold values. The
is given by algorithm treats one row of the two arrays together at a

time. Variable 'PNO' stores the modified object tag of
MS+1 (1) the previously processed row i.e. the object tag in the

02 J previous row of Array 2. Variable 'NOB' stores the
where {} denotes the greatest integer function. The number to be assigned to a new object.
minimum number of bits required to represent these M Step 1. Transfer the results of previous iteration tounique objects is the size of the tag (all bits zero in tag Array 1 from Array 2. Clear PNO. Set NOB=1
represents absence of an object and object tag numbers
start from 1) and is given by Step 2. The data bits of the first row of the two arrays

N {I ({S +I } (2) Step 3. An Initial tag is assigned using the following

conditions.
If 'OR' value isO0 &PNO=0,
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Then tag (Array 2) = 0 Ti
Else If 'OR' value is 0 & PNO + 0,
Then tag (Array 2) = 0, Increment NOB ()W ts ariing l

ElseIf'OR'value is I&PNO = 0, t e

Then tag (Array 2) = NOB
Else If 'OR'value is I & PNO. 0,
Then tag (Array 2) = PNO

Step 4. PNO = tag(Array 2) and return to step 3 till Figure 5. Schematic of the experimental setup
all the rows are completed. programming to ensure higher efficiency and test the

feasibility of implementing the algorithm using basic
Step 5. Tag(Array 2) of any row is modified to a computational processes and to verify its ability to

lesser value that appears in the tag of any perform in real time. A 4 MHz crystal is used as the
other row ofArray 2 ifthey share the same tag clock. A schematic of the implemented setup is shown
in Array] or appear adjacently. in fig. 5. IR LEDs are used as transmitters and the

object are placed on a moving conveyer. The conveyor
Step 6. Completed objects are detected by checkingfor is driven using a DC motor. The direction of motion of

objects that have appeared only in Array 1. the conveyer is perpendicular to the plane of paper and
moving outward. This is shown as a dot enclosed by a

Step 7. Properties that are being monitored, such as circle in fig. 5. The conveyer is made of a material
area, length are updated by matching the tags transparent to IR rays or a series of belts is used

ensuring a gap between the transmitter and receiver.
After the completion of step 7, the whole procedure is When an object blocks the path of IR rays traveling
repeated after the next column of data from the image from IR LED to the IR sensor, the output is different
is retrieved or after the new sensor outputs have arrived from its steady state value. Thus digital outputs are
in the case of real time processing. obtained from a simple conditioning circuitry which is

connected to a 1-D array of 16 IR diodes acting as
3.Salient Features receivers. These 16 digital outputs are connected to the

For streaming data, a frequency domain or input ports of the microcontroller and are used in the
' . . ~~~~computation as per the set sampling rate. To

spectrum analysis demands more memory and is time demontate themeto ameterste ae
consuming where as this algorithm treats single images demonstrate the measurement of parametersi the areas

as well as streaming data equally. Objects placed in dispoa object is
any configuration, given that all different objects do segment
not touch each other, can be identified. Special sample completed. The total number of objects that have
cases are shown in figure 4. In fig. 4(a), one object passed through the conveyor is displayed using 2 seven

appea'inside another closed object and in fig. 4b segment displays. The area is calculated from the linear
appears~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"~ velocity of the conveyor, v (mis), sampling rate f

two long objects merge and partially enwrap a smaller . '
t

object in between the two arms. The ability of the (samples/s), distance between two sensors, d (m), and
the number of pixels in the particular object, C, usingalgorithm to identify the two objects in such cases the follow rixelation

makes it an indispensable tool for simple processing.
One important feature is the availability of intermediate vdl
results at the end of each iteration and the need for only AreaC(4)
one traversal of the image for completion of the Lfj
algorithm. The term within brackets is the equivalent area

corresponding to one pixel or one sensor.

4. Experimental Setup
The maximum number of objects that can occur

The algorithm is implemented on an 8-bit RISC simultaneously (assuming that objects are at least as
microcontroller, PIC16F877, using assembly language big as one pixel) is 8 since only 16 sensors were used.

Therefore using equation (2), the number of tag bits
required is found as 4 (tag numbers: 0001-1000) and
only one bit of information is available from the
sensor. Therefore, one 8 bit register is sufficient to
address memory requirements of one pixel and hence
32 registers are used for the algorithm and 16 registers
are used for storing the area of 8 objects. For the
implemented system, N=4 and R=1. The sensors are

_ _~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~The mechanical design features of the conveyor are
(a) (b) important buthave been ignored in the present work.

Figure 4. Some special configurations of objects
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5. Conclusion

In the current work, an algorithm to count clearly
separated objects, positioned in any complex
orientation, has been described. It works on a principle
which is heuristic and can be used for images and real
time data. The memory requirements have been
computed and reduced need for computing resources
has been highlighted. This method exhibits a flawless
performance and is a very appropriate preprocessing
tool for images and other data especially in nodes of
sensor networks and ad-hoc systems where there is a
shortage of most resources such as memory, power,
and computing capacity.

This algorithm can be used to monitor continuity in
objects and with further improvements has widespread
applications like checking size of objects on a
conveyor, simplification of mazes, character isolation
and recognition etc. Future development of this
algorithm for 3D arrays can lead to new techniques in
areas such as Image cryptography.
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